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Children’s Conservation Knowledge 
and Beliefs
Julia Torquati














Does a nature-focused preschool program 
enhance children’s affinity for nature 
(biophilia?)
Does a nature-focused preschool program 




• Knowledge about nature & natural 
processes
• Beliefs about the moral standing of nature
• Reasoning, justification
• Action orientation
















upon rules, laws, 
or conventions, 
Appeal to justice, 
human welfare
Developmental Changes (Kahn, 2001)
• Younger children: emphasized welfare 
concerns
• Older children: emphasized justice
• Many children gave responses reflecting 
both
• Justice concepts build on concepts of 

















Concern for Welfare Concern for Justice
Anthropocentric & Biocentric Reasoning 
(Prince William Sound Study, Kahn, 2001)
Harm Anthropocentric Biocentric
2nd 26% 42% 8%
5th 35% 64% 26%
8th 22% 58% 20%
Sentient & Non-Sentient Nature
(Kahn, 2001)
Harm Anthropocentric Biocentric
Shore 32% 70% 4%
Life 22% 50% 26%
Sentient aspects of nature pull more toward biocentric 
reasoning than do non-sentient aspects of nature
Which comes first – concern for 
nature or humans?







• 52 children from SANC
• 14 children from Urban program
• 15 children from Children’s Center
• interviewed fall & spring




• This boy likes to play outside.
• This boy likes to play inside.
Which boy is more like you?
• This boy likes to watch birds.
This boy doesn't like to watch birds.
Which boy is more like you?
Results: Biophilia

















• Parks & Gardens
Pets, Wild Animals, Plants, Parks
Proportion “yes, important”
SANC CCC Urban




Plants 73.3 64.3 66.7
Parks 66.7 73.3 100
Reasons: Importance of Pets
SANC CCC Urban
Anthropocentric 84.6 100 100
Biocentric 7.7 -- --
Reasons: Importance of Wild 
Animals
SANC CCC Urban
Anthropocentric 60 100 (13.3) 100
Biocentric 40 -- --
Reasons: Importance of Plants
SANC CCC Urban
Anthropocentric 60 100 100
Biocentric 40 -- --
Reasons: Parks & Gardens
SANC CCC Urban
Anthropocentric 91.7 100 100
Biocentric 8.3 -- --
Problems that my Hurt 
Nature/Environment
• Litter/trash








• Bears crush trees
• People do bad. They 
fight.
• Dinosaurs die
• Funguses can infect 
plants and animals
• Invasive species
• Snow kills plants
Help/Protect Environment
• Pick up trash
• Walk the dog
• Water stuff (plants)
• Take care of animals, 
grow plants that 
animals might like
• Cover up plants in the 
snow
• Grow plants that 
animals might like
• Pick up trash
• Call the firefighter
• I don’t kill animals
• I don’t pick plants
• Put worms back in soil
• Take garlic mustard out of 
the ground
• Untie animal caught in net
• Plant pumpkins
One Person Throw trash in Lake 
Michigan?
SANC CCC Urban
% No 92.3% 92.9% 71.4
Harm 71.4% 50% 50%
Anthropocentric 17.9% 50% 50%
Biocentric 3.6% -- --
Social Convention 7.1% -- --
Everyone Throw Trash in Lake 
Michigan?
SANC CCC Urban
% No 92.3% 85.7% 100%
Harm 66.7% 50% --
Anthropocentric 20.0% 25% --
Biocentric -- -- --
Social Convention 13.3% 25% 1 response
Trash in Lake Michigan:
SANC CCC Urban
Harm Fish? 79.1 60.0 37.5
Matter? 37.2 33.3 25.0
Harm Birds? 44.2 66.7 25.0
Matter? 18.6 33.3 ‐‐
Harm Water? 60.5 60.0 25.0
Matter? 25.6 40.0 25.0
Harm People? 39.5 53.3 25.0
Matter? 14.0 33.3 12.5
Trash in Lake Michigan: Harm 
Fish Reasoning
SANC CCC Urban
Harm 75% (6) 100% (26.7) 100% (12.5%)
Anthropocentric 12.5% (1) -- --
Biocentric 12.5% (1) -- --
Convention -- -- --
Trash in Lake Michigan: Harm 
Birds Reasoning
SANC CCC Urban
Harm 100% (6) 50% (2) 100% (1)
Anthropocentric -- 25% (1)
Biocentric -- 25% (1)
Convention -- --
Trash in Lake Michigan: Harm 
Water Reasoning
SANC CCC Urban
Harm 100% (4) 33.3% (1) --
Anthropocentric -- 33.3% (1) --
Biocentric -- 33.3% (1) --
Convention -- -- --
Trash in Lake Michigan: Harm 
People Reasoning
SANC CCC Urban
Harm -- 25% (1) --
Anthropocentric 80% (4) 75% (3) --
Biocentric -- --- --
Convention 20% (1) -- --
Far Away City, with a Rule
SANC CCC Urban
% No 86.8% 80% 66.7%
Harm 54.2% 22.2% 66.7%
Anthropocentric 20.8% 11.1% --
Biocentric 8.3% -- --
Social Convention 16.7% 66.7% 33.3%
Action Orientation
• Find the person who makes the laws and 
change it
• Put those things over your eyes that help 
you see under water and get all of the trash 
out
